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Chapterr 3 

D 00 Trigger System 

Thee frequency of beam crossings at the D0 detector is 2.5 MHz. At the design lu-
minosityy of 2.1  1032 cm- 2s- 1, this results in approximately 6 overlapping events per 
beamm crossing1. This event rate, combined with the average event size of 250 kilobytes, 
makess it impossible to write all the events to tape without filtering. A dedicated system 
off  filters, called triggers, is thus needed to keep interesting physics events and reject 
backgroundd events. Three levels of triggers have been designed to reach this goal: 

 Level 1: A pipelined hardware stage using CFT fibers, preshowers, calorimetry 
andd the muon system to reduce the 2.5 MHz input rate to 10 kHz; 

 Level 2: A second hardware stage refining and combining the Level 1 output with 
multiplee preprocessors and a global processor to reduce the 10 kHz rate to an 
outputt rate of 1 kHz; 

 Level 3: Partial event reconstruction using high level software algorithms running 
onn multiple PC's, delivering a final event rate of 50 Hz to tape. 

Thesee trigger levels are explained in more detail below. Special emphasis is placed 
onn the Level 1 muon and jet triggers, since those triggers have been used to select the 
dataa for this analysis. The Level 2 and Level 3 trigger systems are discussed in a more 
generall  fashion. 

lrThee typical luminosity at the time of data taking was approximately 1031 cm_ 2s_ 1, resulting in 
ann event rate of 334 kHz. 
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3.11 Level 1 

Thee Level 1 trigger is a hardware based system filtering the 2.5 MHz trigger rate to an 
outputt rate of 10 kHz as input to Level 2, with minimal dead time. The time available 
forr the Level 1 trigger decision is 4.2 /is. The system consists of a number of hardware 
components: : 

 Trigger Subsystems; 

 Trigger Managers; 

 Trigger Framework. 

Thesee components are made out of Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs), em-
beddedd on electronics boards, in which the trigger logic is implemented. Each of the 
Triggerr Subsystems processes the data for each detector subsystem. The preshower 
andd CFT are combined in the Central Track Trigger (CTT), as shown in figure 3.1. 
Thee Trigger Subsystem reports the physics results to a subsystem-specific Trigger Man-
ager.. This Trigger Manager evaluates these results, and produces And-Or Input Terms 
whichh are sent to the Trigger Framework. These input terms are flags which represent 
informationn about the event. This can be physics information, e.g. a found muon, but 
i tt can also be beam indicator signals, cosmic background vetoes or any information 
aboutt the event that is required for a Level 1 Trigger decision. The entire trigger 
systemm contains a maximum of 256 of these And-Or Input Terms, which are combined 
inn And-Or combinations in the Trigger Framework (e.g. a found muon in the muon 
Triggerr Subsystem with a matching track in the CTT Trigger Subsystem). For every 
beamm crossing, the Trigger Framework can evaluate 128 of these And-Or combinations. 
Whenn at least one of these 128 combinations is positive, and the DAQ system is ready 
forr acquisition of data, the Level 1 Trigger Framework issues an accept, and the event 
dataa is digitized and moved into a series of 16 event buffers to await a Level 2 trigger 
decision.. Each of the Trigger Subsystems is discussed in more detail in the following 
sections. . 
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Figuree 3.1: Level 1 and Level 2 trigger system overview. The acronyms are explained 
inin chapter 2 and appendix C. 
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3.1.11 Central Track Trigger 

Thee Level 1 Central Track Trigger (CTT) uses the following detector elements [40]: 

 Axial fibers of the Central Fiber Tracker; 

 Axial strips of the Central Preshower; 

 Forward Preshowers strips; 

 Forward Proton Detectors. 

Att Level 1, no information is available from the CFT stereo fibers and the CPS stereo 
strips.. The trigger is split up in a central part, using the Central Fiber Tracker and 
thee Central Preshower, and a forward part, consisting of the Forward Preshower strips 
andd the Forward Proton Detectors. 

Thee central trigger is divided in 80 sectors in (p. For each of these sectors, the 
centrall  trigger determines the number of tracks per pT interval, as well as the number 
off  fibers hit. There are 4 pr intervals available: 

 1 .5-3 GeV/c; 

 3 - 5 GeV/c; 

 5 - 11 GeV/c: 

 11 - 1000 GeV/c. 

Inn addition, the trigger also reports the number of tracks that have been successfully 
matchedd with a cluster in the central preshower. The tracks found are reported to the 
Triggerr Manager, the Level 1 Muon Trigger and Level 2 preprocessors. A typical Level 
11 trigger that uses a CTT term wil l fire on the presence of a track that matches with 
aa muon object, on a single high pr track or multiple low pr tracks. At the time the 
dataa set under consideration for this analysis was taken, the CTT was inactive. 

Thee forward trigger combines clusters in the backward u- and ^-layers of the FPS 
withh hits in the forward layer of the FPS to tag the clusters as electron- or photon-like. 
Thee number of electron and photon candidates per quadrant is reported to the Level 1 
FPSS Trigger Manager. In each of the FPD detectors, track segments are reconstructed 
andd matched to form tracks [41]. The number of tracks found is reported to the Level 
11 F PD Trigger Manager. Typically, a Level 1 FPD trigger wil l require one or two 
diagonallyy opposed tracks found in the FPD detectors in combination with one or two 
triggerr towers found by the calorimeter trigger. 
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3.1.22 Calorimeter Trigger 

Fromm the viewpoint of the Level 1 calorimeter trigger, the calorimeter is divided in 
12800 projective towers, with 32 divisions in 4> and 40 in r],  resulting in a segmentation 
off  0.2 x 0.2 in (77, 0) for each tower. In depth, these towers are divided in three 
sections:: an inner electromagnetic section, followed by a hadronic section and a coarse 
hadronicc section. The electromagnetic section is divided in 7 segments in depth, while 
thee hadronic section is divided in 3 segments with some variation depending on the 
positionn of the tower. Only the electromagnetic and hadronic sections are used for the 
Levell  1 trigger decision since the coarse hadronic section typically generates too much 
noisee at Level 1. The inputs for the trigger are the transverse energies deposited in each 
off  the 1280 electromagnetic and 1280 hadronic sections. These transverse energies are 
combinedd in the trigger manager into quantities, which are then compared to various 
triggerr criteria to pass or reject the event. Typically the trigger criteria require one or 
moree towers with an energy higher than a certain threshold energy (generally 3, 5, or 
77 GeV per tower). 

3.1.33 Muon Trigger 

Thee Level 1 muon trigger uses both the wires and the scintillators, with additional 
informationn from the Level 1 CTT {if available), to base a trigger decision on. The 
detectorr information is used in two different trigger algorithms to detect muon tracks. 
Thee first combines tracks that are found by the CTT with hits in the scintillators of 
thee muon system. The segmentation of the scintillators matches the segmentation of 
thee CTT in 0, and tracks that are found in a 0 slice of the CFT are matched with hits 
inn the scintillators in the same 0 slice. A timing gate of 25 ns is used in the scintillators 
too reject background hits, while a 50 ns timing gate defines cosmic ray veto hits. In 
thee central system, high pT CFT tracks are matched with an A-layer scintillator hit, as 
welll  as with a B- or C-layer scintillator hit, since these tracks penetrate the iron core of 
thee magnet between the A- and the B- and C-layers. In the forward system, all three 
planess of scintillating counters are used to match the CTT track with scintillator hits. 

Thee other algorithm uses a binary readout (i.e. no drift time information, but solely 
hit/no-hitt information) of the wires to find combinations of hits in different planes, 
compatiblee with a straight line track (centroids), and verifies these with matching hits 
inn the scintillating counters. In the central system, the timing information of the 
scintillatingg counter hit is needed because the maximum drift time in the PDT's (500 
ns)) is greater than the bunch crossing time (396 ns). This is not needed in the forward 
system,, where the maximum drift time is 60 ns. A low pr trigger is defined using only 
centroidss found in the A-layer, while a high pT trigger is defined using correlations 
betweenn centroids found in the A-layer and the B- or C-layer. For both algorithms, 
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fourr pT thresholds (2, 4, 7 and 11 GeV/c) are defined. 

Thee information for each octant in each region is combined in the muon Trigger 
Manager,, which produces global muon trigger information. The muon trigger manager 
makess a trigger decision based on the pr threshold (2. 4, 7 and 11 GeV/c), pseudora-
pidityy region (\rj\  < 1.0. \rj\  < 1.5 and \t]\  < 2), quality and multiplicity information. 
Thiss trigger decision is sent to the Level 1 Trigger Framework where it is included in 
thee global physics trigger decision. Depending on the trigger list, the trigger wil l fire 
onn a single high pr muon, multiple low pT muons. or muons in association with other 
physicss objects (jets, electrons etc.). In case of an accept, the Level 1 Muon Trigger 
reportss the results to the Level 2 Muon Trigger, and on a Level 2 Accept, to the Level 
33 Muon Trigger. 

3.22 Level 2 

Thee Level 2 trigger reduces the 10 kHz Level 1 accept rate by an order of magnitude 
too 1 kHz as an input to Level 3, in an average time budget of 100 /is [42]. This is 
donee using multi-subdetector correlations of objects found in the event. The Level 2 
triggerr is running on alpha-processors, and consists of two stages: a preprocessor stage, 
whichh processes data from each Level 1 trigger for use in the second stage, which is a 
globall  processor that combines this data to make a trigger decision. There is a 1-to-l 
mappingg between Level 1 trigger bits and Level 2 trigger bits (see figure 3.1). In the 
preprocessorr phase, each detector system builds a list of trigger information. There are 
preprocessorss for the following subsystems: 

 Central tracker; 

 Preshower detectors; 

 Calorimeter; 

 Muon tracker. 

Eachh of these preprocessors wil l be briefly discussed below. For each subsystem, the 
Levell  1 information is collected and transformed into physical objects like hits, clusters 
andd tracks. The maximum time budget for this preprocessing is 50 //s. After the 
physicall  objects are formed, they are transmitted to the global processor. The global 
processorr correlates the information from the different detector systems to make physics 
objectss like jets, electrons and muons, and makes a trigger decision within maximally 
755 fis. The total deadtime for this Level 2 system is 5%. 
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3.2.11 Central Track Preprocessor 

Thee Central Tracker preprocessor collects the tracks found by the Level 1 CTT trigger 
andd creates Level 2 tracks [43]. It performs the following tasks for each track: 

 It converts the Level 1 binned pr information into a real p? value; 

 Using the 0 position at the innermost CFT layer and the measured pr, the (j> 
directionn at the vertex is calculated; 

 Using the above, the <f>  direction at the third layer of the electromagnetic calorime-
terr is calculated; 

 The isolation of the track is measured. 

Thee tracks are then ordered in pr and sent to the Level 2 global processor. The tracks 
aree maintained in memory for Level 3 readout in case of a positive Level 2 trigger 
decision. . 

3.2.22 Preshower Preprocessor 

Att Level 1, the central tracks found by the central track trigger are matched to 
preshowerr clusters in 0 only. The larger time budget at Level 2 allows the preshower 
preprocessorr to improve this match [44]. To this avail, it uses the stereo information 
fromm the u- and ^-layers of the preshower to calculate the global r\- and 0-positions of 
thee clusters. These clusters can then be matched with the tracks found by the Level 2 
Centrall  Track preprocessor and with calorimeter objects found by the calorimeter pre-
processor,, to identify different physics objects. 

3.2.33 Calorimeter Preprocessor 

Thee calorimeter preprocessor runs three algorithms in parallel: 

 Jet reconstruction; 

 Photon and electron reconstruction; 

 Calculation of missing transverse energy. 

Fromm the viewpoint of the Level 2 jet reconstruction algorithm, the calorimeter is 
dividedd in towers, which are groups of calorimeter cells with the same rj-  and 0-position, 
att increasing radial distance from the beam pipe. Around the towers that fired the 
Levell  1 calorimeter trigger, 5x5 groups of neighboring towers are clustered. The total 
ErEr of all the towers in such a group must pass a minimum ET cut to be considered 
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aa jet candidate. The ET of the clusters is calculated assuming that the interaction 
pointt is at z = 0. Jets that pass a minimum ET cut, as defined in the trigger list, 
aree passed to the Level 2 global processor. The photon and electron reconstruction 
algorithmm processes the electromagnetic towers given by the Level 1 calorimeter trigger 
andd turns them into seed towers. For each seed tower, it determines which of its 
nearestt four neighbors contains the largest ET-, and the total electromagnetic and 
hadronicc energy in the seed tower and the nearest neighbor is calculated. Based on 
thee total electromagnetic energy, and the ratio of electromagnetic energy compared to 
hadronicc energy, the electromagnetic tower is considered an electromagnetic candidate 
andd passed to the Level 2 global processor. The missing transverse energy algorithm 
calculatess the vector sum of the ET in individual trigger towers, passed to it from the 
Levell  1 calorimeter trigger, and reports it to the Level 2 global processor if it exceeds 
aa certain value. 

3.2.44 Muon Preprocessor 

Thee Level 2 Muon Trigger uses all the wire hits and scintillator hits of the muon system 
too detect muon tracks. It starts with a pattern recognition step in which straight track 
segmentss are reconstructed in each layer of the muon detector. The pattern recognition 
iss done by shifting a 3-tube wide window over all the cells in an octant, looking for wire 
tripletss with a matching scintillator hit (if a scintillator layer is present), as illustrated 
inn figure 3.2. Combinations of hits are compared with a hit-map to determine which 
3-tubee combinations are compatible with a straight track segment. This hit-map is 
createdd offline using Monte Carlo samples. After this pattern recognition step, found 
trackk segments in the A-layer are then combined with track segments found in the B-
andd C-layers to form Level 2 objects which contain 77, 4> and PT information. 

Thee pattern recognition step is implemented in a Level 2 sub-level, which runs 
beforee the actual Level 2 Muon Trigger. This sub-level incorporates 80 Digital Signal 
Processorss (DSPs) running in a parallel scheme, in which each DSP finds track segments 
inn a small region of the muon detector. The combination of the track segments into 
trackss is performed in the Level 2 Muon Preprocessor, which reports the found tracks 
too the Level 2 global processor. Upon a Level 2 Accept, the Level 2 objects are sent 
too Level 3 to serve as seeds for a more precise muon track reconstruction. 

3.33 Level 3 

Thee Level 3 trigger is a software based system characterized by parallel data-paths 
whichh transfer data from the detector front-ends to a group of Personal Computers, 
knownn as nodes. It reduces the input rate of 1 kHz to an output rate of 50 Hz in an 
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Figuree 3.2: The Level 2 muon pattern recognition uses a three-tube wide window to 
findfind track segments. The left plot shows a situation in which the trigger fires: three 
wirewire hits and a scintillator hit (grey), compatible with a straight line track. The right 
plotplot shows a situation incompatible with a straight line track, which therefore does not 
passpass the trigger. 

availablee time of 100 ms. The data that is coming from each detector front-end moves, 
uponn a Level 2 accept, independently through the data system over the data pathway, 
andd is assembled at the assigned Level 3 processor node. A software program, called the 
Eventt Tag Generator, then uses the Level 1 and Level 2 trigger bits to assign the event 
too a certain event class, for example having a high pr muon, or two jets. The nodes are 
runningg high level software algorithms to reconstruct those parts of the event that are 
interestingg for that particular event class, such as electrons, muons and jet candidates, 
orr interesting event topologies. Because of the increased time budget with respect to 
Levell  2, this reconstruction can use information with a higher granularity, e.g. drift 
distancess for the wire hits in the muon system, instead of mere binary information, 
andd can use calibration constants, to improve the quality of the reconstructed physics 
objects.. In addition, the SMT information can be used at this stage to improve the 
centrall  track reconstruction. The event is then accepted or rejected, based on this 
reconstructedd information. 

3.44 Triggers used in data selection 

Thee measurement of the 6-jet cross section with a muon tag requires the presence of 
bothh a reconstructed muon and a jet in the event. A trigger that requires both a muon 
andd a jet wil l therefore give the highest purity at the highest rate. Single muon or jet 
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triggerss give a lower purity, and due to the fact that they were prescaled2, they also 
givee a lower rate. 

Att the time of data taking, only a part of the Level 1 Trigger System was working 
reliablyy enough to select muons and jets. Level 2 and Level 3 filters were either inactive, 
orr were running in Mark & Pass mode, which means that the filters were run on the 
eventss that passed the Level 1 trigger, marked it if the event would pass the filter, but 
irrespectivee of the Level 2 and Level 3 trigger decision the event was accepted. The 
Levell  1 Trigger System included the calorimeter trigger covering the \r}\  < 0.8 region, 
ass well as the muon scintillator trigger, albeit without the matching of tracks from the 
CTT.. Therefore, the trigger used to select the data requires: 

 An A+C scintillator coincidence in the muon detector with \r}\  < 2.0, with no 
requirementt on the presence of a central track in the CTT; 

 A 5 GeV energy deposit in the calorimeter with \T]\ < 0.8. 

Thiss trigger is combined under the name mulptxatxx-CJT5. where the first part, 
mulptxatxx,mulptxatxx, corresponds to the muon part while the second part. C J T 5, refers to the 
calorimeterr part of the trigger. 

3.55 Efficiency for the /Lt+jet Trigger 

Too calculate the efficiency of this trigger, we split it in two parts: the Level 1 muon 
triggerr efficiency, e ^, and the Level 1 calorimeter trigger efficiency, eff/, and we calcu-
latee both efficiencies separately. If we ignore the correlation between those two triggers 
forr now, we can state for the combined Level 1 efficiency: 

* L I = C £ I - < ## (3.1) 

Inn section 3.5.3 we wil l discuss the possible correlation, which turns out to be small. 
Thee strategy to measure e^ and eff is based on the use of independent reference 

triggers.. Events that are triggered by these reference triggers are fully reconstructed. 
Inn the case that a jet or muon is present, it is checked if the corresponding trigger bit 
iss set. This allows the calculation of the trigger efficiency, as explained in the following 
sections. . 

3.5.11 Calorimeter Trigger Efficiency 

Thee calorimeter trigger efficiency for the CJTb trigger is calculated by selecting events 
thatt are triggered by a muon trigger, akin to the mulptxatxx trigger explained above, 

2AA prescaled trigger accepts only 1 in every TV events that would fire that particular trigger, where 
JVV is the prescale factor 
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withh the additional requirement of a hit coincidence in the luminosity counters, which 
signalss the presence of a hard scattering. In addition, the presence of a reconstructed 
jett passing quality and kinematic cuts (see section 5.2) is required. The CJT5 trigger 
efficiencyy is calculated by selecting those events in which the mulptxatxx-CJT5 trigger 
fired,, divided by the number of events in the selected sample, according to: 

calcal Reconstructed jet and muiptxatxxJJJTb 

ReconstructedReconstructed jet and mulptxatxx 

Figuree 3.3a shows the efficiency of the CJT5 trigger as a function of reconstructed, 
uncorrectedd jet ET. Correcting the jet energy with the Jet Energy Scale (see section 4.1) 
resultss in figure 3.3b. The statistical errors on the trigger efficiency are shown as the 
verticall  lines on the data points. 

Thee dominant systematic error originates from the uncertainty on the Jet Energy 
Scalee correction, which is of the order of 7% (see section 4.1). To evaluate the systematic 
errorr we first add the error on the Jet Energy Scale correction to the correction for 
eachh separate jet, and the Level 1 efficiency is calculated. Then, the same is done but 
subtractingg the error on the Jet Energy Scale correction. The maximum difference of 
thesee two efficiencies with respect to the efficiency calculated with no error on the Jet 
Energyy Scale correction is taken as the systematic error, which is illustrated by the 
greyy band on the bottom of figure 3.3b. 

Thee Level 1 trigger efficiency shows a turn-on curve for jet energies below 40 GeV, 
reachingg 100% efficiency above that energy. 
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Figuree 3.3: Level 1 Jet Trigger efficiency, uncorrected (left) and corrected (right) for 
thethe Jet Energy Scale. Data points show statistical errors only with the grey band 
showingshowing the relative systematic error. 
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3.5.22 Level 1 Muon Trigger efficiency 

Thee Level 1 muon trigger requires a coincidence of a scintillator hit in the A-layer and 
aa scintillator hit in the B- or Cdayer. Two reference triggers, which both contain the 
CJT5CJT5 And-Or Input Term, are used to calculate the efficiency of this trigger, namely: 

 2JT_LO, requiring two Level 1 calorimeter towers, one with ET > 3 GeV and 
onee with ET > 5 GeV. In addition, at Level 3, two jets reconstructed with a 
simplee cone algorithm and with ET > 10 GeV are required; 

 CEM5-2CJT5, requiring two Level 1 calorimeter towers with ET > 5 GeV, of 
whichh one has to be in the electromagnetic calorimeter. 

Forr each of these triggers, a sub-sample is extracted from the initial sample for which 
thee reference trigger fired, and an offline reconstructed tight muon that passed modified 
qualityy and kinematic cuts, as defined later in section 5.1, was present in the event. 
Thesee modified quality cuts are the same ones as described in section 5.1, but with 
thee scintillator hit requirement on the muon tracks removed. This is done to avoid the 
biass introduced by the fact that the standard quality cuts require both an A- and a B-
orr C-layer scintillator hit, which is the same requirement that fires the trigger if the 
timingg of the hits is within the trigger gates. 

Normally,, requiring the presence of a reconstructed jet close to the muon practically 
removess all cosmic muons. However, the sample that is extracted here does not have 
thatt requirement and therefore still contains cosmic muons. The percentage of muons 
inn the sample that are actually cosmic muons is estimated using two methods: using 
scintillatorr times associated with the muon track, and back-to-back muons. The first 
methodd selects all muon tracks in the sample that have one or more scintillator hits 
associatedd with them. The percentage of these tracks that have a measured time 
onn one of the scintillator hits that is outside the trigger gate is taken as the cosmic 
muonn contamination in the sample. This method results in a cosmic contamination of 
(6.33  lA(sys))%, where the systematic error is estimated from the number 
off  tracks that have both scintillator hits outside the trigger gate. The second method 
countss the number of back-to-back muons in the sample, which gives the cosmic muon 
contaminationn when divided by the total number of tight muons in the sample. In this 
scenarioo a back-to-back muon is defined by a tight muon in the muon system, with 
anotherr muon at 6<t> > 2.5 radians, at least 2 wire hits in the A-layer and at least 3 
hitss in the BC-layer of the muon system. This results in a cosmic muon contamination 
off  (2.8  OA(stat)  0.7(sys))%, where the systematic error is derived from decreasing 
thee 5<f>  cut to 2.0 radians. We estimate the total cosmic muon contamination by taking 
thee average of these values and assign a systematic uncertainty to cover both methods: 
(4.55 . 
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Referencee trigger 

2JT.LO 2JT.LO 

CEM5J2CJT5 CEM5J2CJT5 

Combined d 

Efficiency y 

57.8% % 

60.7% % 

59.0% % 

Statisticall  Error 

1.5% % 

1.4% % 

1.0% % 

Tablee 3.1: Level 1 muon trigger efficiencies measured with different reference triggers. 

Thee efficiency of the mulptxatxx trigger is now calculated by selecting the events 
inn which the mulptxatxx.CJTb trigger fired, divided by the number of events which 
containn a reconstructed muon in the selected sample: 

ReconstructedReconstructed muon and mulptxatxx-CJT5 
ctct i = ("J-^ j 

ReconstructedReconstructed muon and CJT5 — cosmic contamination 
Figuree 3.4 shows the Level 1 muon trigger efficiency as a function of pr, n and 4> 

off  the reconstructed muon for the 2JTXO trigger on the left hand side of the plot, 
andd for the CEM5J2CJT5 trigger on the right hand side. The trigger shows a drop 
inn efficiency for high pT muons. This is not due to a physics or hardware effect, but 
iss shown with later runs using more statistics to be a statistical effect. However, for 
thee calculation of the /i+jet cross section this effect is taken into account, since we do 
measuree this efficiency over the run range used for the analysis. The drop in efficiency 
seenn in the plot for the Level 1 n efficiency for the 2JT.LO reference trigger between 
0.11 < n < 0.5 can also be attributed to statistics, since this effect is not seen for the 
CEMhJlCJThCEMhJlCJTh reference trigger. Both the <fi  plots show the effect of the hole in the 
bottomm of the detector in the 4> region 4.2 5.0, where few muons are reconstructed. 

Combiningg the two data samples, taking into account those events for which both 
referencee triggers fired, results in the final Level 1 muon efficiency as shown in figure 3.5 
andd summarized in table 3.1. The average efficiency of the Level 1 muon trigger, 
integratedd over rj,4>  and pr is 59.Oi^^̂  where the errors consist of the statistical 
errorr of 1.0%, the difference between the combined Level 1 trigger efficiency and the 
efficiencyy of the reference trigger (-1.2%, +1.7%), and an error of 1.8% for the cosmic 
muonn contamination. For the calculation of the cross section we will use the value of 
thee trigger efficiency in each bin separately, with the corresponding error in that bin. 
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Figuree 3.4: Level 1 muon trigger efficiency as a function ofpT, r\ and cj>, for the 2JT-L0 
referencereference trigger in the left plots and for the CEM5-2CJT5 reference trigger in the 
rightright plots. Missing data points (for example at 0̂  « 4.8) are due to zero events in 
thethe numerator. 
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Figuree 3.5: Level 1 muon trigger efficiency as a function of PT,V and </>,  using both 
referencereference triggers. The black curves are fits to guide the eye. 
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3.5.33 Trigger correlations 

Equationn 3.1 is only valid if the correlation between the two separate triggers is zero. 
AA priori this is not immediately clear: particles in a jet that fire the jet trigger can 
punchh through the calorimeter, firing the muon trigger as well. Also, a muon, firing 
thee muon trigger, could possibly deposit enough energy in the calorimeter to fire the 
jett trigger. 

Thee correlation of the muon trigger with the jet trigger due to punch-through 
particless is zero by construction. The denominator in the efficiency calculation for 
thee muon trigger is a muon with at least two wire hits in the A-layer, and at least 
threee wire hits in the BC-layer. Any punch-through particle that creates such a track 
iss indistinguishable from a real muon, and is treated as a real muon in the trigger 
efficiencyy measurements. Only at a later stage is the cross section corrected for the 
effectss of punch-through (see section 5.1.2). 

AA muon passing through the calorimeter will fire the jet trigger if the muon deposits 
moree than 5 GeV in one trigger tower (0.2 x 0.2 in (77, <j>)).  The extent of this effect 
onn the jet trigger efficiency is investigated in two ways: 

•• By determining the energy a muon deposits in the calorimeter; 

•• By calculating the jet trigger efficiency, in the case that a muon is present in the 
event. . 

Thee energy deposited by a muon in the calorimeter is measured by looking at the energy 
inn the calorimeter in a tower of 3 by 3 cells around an isolated muon track. This 3 by 
33 tower is 2.25 times as big as the trigger tower, which causes an overestimation of the 
energyy deposited in a trigger tower. The energy deposited by the muon in a 3 by 3 tower 
iss only higher than 5 GeV in 0.23  0.03% of the cases, which means that the energy 
depositt of the muon will only fire the trigger in 0.23% of the cases. However, even if the 
energyy deposited is less than 5 GeV, it can still bias the jet trigger if the energy deposit 
iss close to a jet, and adds to the energy of the jet. To exclude any possible effect, we 
alsoo study the jet trigger efficiency in a sample of jets in which a reconstructed muon 
iss present. We again select a sample of events in which the mulptxatxx Level 1 trigger 
fired,fired, a reconstructed jet that passes the quality and kinematic cuts is present, and 
aa reconstructed muon that passes the quality and kinematic cuts is present. Then, 
wee calculate the efficiency as a function of jet ET according to equation 3.2, with the 
addedd requirement of the reconstructed muon in both the numerator and denominator. 
Iff we compare the result with figure 3.3, no significant deviation is observed, and we 
concludee that there is no significant correlation between the Level 1 muon trigger and 
thee Level 1 jet trigger. Since the statistical error on the muon trigger is large compared 
too this effect, we choose not to add an additional systematic error for this correlation. 


